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ABSTRACT
Electronic discovery (e-discovery) is a growing concern for organizations from a legal, regulatory, and
compliance perspective. E-discovery refers to the discovery of an organization’s electronically stored information (ESI). ESI can include such information as emails, instant messages, postings from social networking sites. At first glance, it appears that the current e-discovery rules are potentially ripe for abuse,
including submitting frivolous lawsuits that can cost the defendant organizations millions of dollars in personnel resources, time, and technical support costs, to an invasion of privacy of proprietary or confidential
data under the guise of legal disclosure. According to a 2008 study [3] nearly 70% of corporations felt
that they were not adequately prepared to comply with e-discovery rules and entering into litigation if a
lawsuit was presented. The purpose of this paper is to further the ongoing discussion of the benefits and
potential pitfalls of e-discovery and to argue the need for additional research on e-discovery rules and how
employee use of social networking sites can affect litigation.
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INTRODUCTION
Electronic discovery or e-discovery refers to the discovery of electronically stored information (ESI) in
civil litigation cases. Discovery is the part of litigation where lawyers are able to request information from
organizations for use as evidence in support of the claims they will make on behalf of their client, either the
plaintiff or the defendant. Frequently the information required is in the possession of one or the other of
the litigants but it is not uncommon for important information to be held by third parties such as government agencies or subcontractors that are not parties to the legal action [33]. In the United States of America e-discovery rules for Federal cases are documented in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP).
Many of the individual states have adopted the FRCP for use in state cases as well [17]. Thurman [30]
explains, “[t]he Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP) are within the purview of legal counsel. Ediscovery is where the FRCP intersect with IT and information security” (p.36). The FRCP requires organizations and individuals to preserve data that is pertinent to legal actions that have been brought or are likely to be brought regardless of what form it is in. Most organizations preserve data on paper or electronically depending on their specific business needs. The FRCP allows lawyers to request a company to produce
ESI that they believe to be relevant to their case. What is discoverable? Any ESI that could be stored on
desktop personal computers, laptops, network servers and backups, hard drives, removable disks, cell
phones, PDAs, social networking sites, and even information exchanged via e-mails and instant messages.
LEGAL HOLDS
The rules of e-discovery are clear on the legal obligation an organization has to produce requested information, but when and how does the retention period of requested information begin? According to FRCP,
the moment an organization has been issued with a notification of a lawsuit against the company, they are
required to be in a legal hold. A hold simply means the company is required to retain every piece of communication as relates to the potential suit [11].
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A legal hold notification requires the company to preserve all forms of relevant data until each of the legal
matters have been settled. The key term for the legal hold process here is relevant. What is considered
relevant within civil litigation? Who determines what is relevant in the case? Is an organization able to
withhold information that is considered to be proprietary or highly confidential corporate data, even if it is
deemed to be relevant to the case?
The organization is responsible for legal holds when they have been formally served with litigation; however there are some interpretations of FRCP that organizations must begin a hold of all data and communication relevant to a potential or even an anticipated lawsuit [13, 19]. Thus if a company receives a customer complaint and is accused of wrongdoing or negligence, the potential threat of litigation will invoke the
legal hold process. Spoliation occurs when evidence is destroyed either with wrongful intent or as a result
of a litigant’s failure to halt destruction that takes place as a part of its routine data retention or retention
media recycle procedure. Examples of spoliation are the shredding of paper documents or the reuse and
consequent overwriting of backup tapes that possibly contain evidence relevant to a legal case. Litigants
may seek sanctions against opponents who they believe have destroyed evidence. Possible sanctions include costs associated with discovering duplicate records, adverse inference instructions to the jury or even
summary judgment depending on how egregious the judge believes the spoliation to be. Adverse inference
instructions are instructions to the jury that, in reaching their verdict, they may presume the destroyed records contained information adverse to those responsible.
SOCIAL NETWORKING
Social networking sites (SNS) are websites that allow for individuals to be a part of a greater online community or group of users. Often these online communities are determined by similar interests, hobbies, and
experiences. The SNS allow members to post text, images, and other media, including sound files and videos. Because of the magnitude users on the social networks and the enormity of information shared and
disseminated among “friends,” the opportunity for information and data to be shared are boundless [2, 14].
Social networking sites encourage active collaboration and sharing of ideas. SNSs also store postings,
comments, and ideas in chronological order. SNSs can even replace more traditional avenues of communication such as email and corporate intranets [6].
Social Network Site Statistics
With over 750 million active users, the most widely used SNS is still facebook [16]. The average user has
130 friends and logs in daily. According to its own statistics page, the average facebook user also creates
90 pieces of content each month and is connected to over 80 community pages, groups and events [16].
Twitter which is a cross between social networking and texting is a distant second among SNSs with over
200 million active users. Twitter allows users (tweeters) to post (tweet) their messages to their twitter site
in 140 characters or less [31]. In March 2011, Twitter celebrated its 5th anniversary and noted that users
increased by over 300,000 daily, generated over 180 million unique hits and 55 million tweets per day [24].
LinkedIn is a SNS that is created for industry professionals. The site allows users to network with others in
their field, to post job recommendations, and to join professional communities. LinkedIn has approximately over 100 million active users [15].
The three social networking sites referenced above are of relevant interest to this paper due to their ubiquity
as well as their target market. These are working professionals that are responsible to employers or are
self-employed and have employees reporting directly to them.
According to the 2008 Pew Internet & American Life Project, nearly 50% working Americans do at least
some work from home. American workers are more likely to use the internet constantly at work than at
home. The study goes on to report that nearly all those employed (96%) are utilizing new communication
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technologies including going online and sending emails. While the worker is online, it is unclear where the
delineation is between personal life and work life [22]. SNSs and telecommuting have merged and intertwined the lines between the workplace duties and responsibilities and personal interests. To complicate
things further, many organizations have strategically integrated their business into the social networking
world. A recent study by Blank [4] found that employees often use SNSs for personal purposes while at
work. Everything is recorded on the sites and leaves an indefinite trail of electronic data [4].
While SNSs may provide new opportunities to market to new customers and sell products and services, it
can also make it difficult to determine “who” is saying what? Is the posting of information for the benefit
of and under the auspices of a being an employee of the corporation or is it during the individual’s own
personal time? Is it “Bob,” XYZ Corporation’s marketing manager that is making false claims about a certain competitor’s product, or is it Bob the individual who posts his own personal opinions on his own time
for his own personal computing device? But what if Bob’s social network profile clearly states his employer and job title? Although the employee is personally responsible for what they choose to post on their
social networking site, was it done on behalf of the company or utilizing corporate resources? Is there a
corporate culture that supports this type of social networking interaction with employees and customers? If
so, is the organization then responsible for proactively monitoring this activity to ensure that the information posted is appropriate and in accordance with their strategic plans? The nature of social networking
sites is the common practice of posting information, comments, and opinions at the ease of their fingertips
or voice activated mobile applications. Joinson [20] explains that users have shown less inhibition and
appear to be less reserved when using various forms of internet communication. As shown more recently
by the recent twitter scandal involving a New York Congressman, the ease of which “private” messages
and postings can be sent will only lead to a growing number of social networking blunders [5, 12]. Apparently, because one can write something in 140 characters or less, there is a belief that one does not need to
review, edit, and consider the implications of writing and publishing for the entire web sphere to see.
Whether organizations are ready or not, SNSs have opened potential vulnerabilities such as fraud, theft of
intellectual property, breach of confidentiality, slander, and harassment. As the risk of employee misuse
continues to rise, there is a lack of literature and precedence for when an employer must produce information it possesses in relation to an employee’s social networking activities [10].
POTENTIAL PITFALLS
As more dissatisfied consumers pursue litigation, more companies will bear the burden of storing, maintaining, and managing their massive amounts of data. E-discovery cases have often resulted in extremely
high costs in both human and technical resources for an organization. Regarding the high cost of discovery, in its Protocol on Disclosure of Documents and Presentation of Witnesses in Commercial Arbitration,
the International Institute for Conflict Prevention and Resolution [7] says the following:
In making rulings on disclosure, the tribunal should bear in mind the high cost and burdens associated with compliance with requests for the disclosure of electronic information. It is frequently
recognized that e-mail and other electronically created documents found in the active or archived
files of key witnesses or in shared drives used in connection with the matter at issue are more readily accessible and less burdensome to produce when sought pursuant to reasonably specific requests. Production of electronic materials from a wide range of users or custodians tends to be
costly and burdensome and should be granted only upon a showing of extraordinary need. Requests for back-up tapes, or fragmented or deleted files should only be granted if the requesting
party can demonstrate a reasonable likelihood that files were deliberately destroyed or altered by a
party in anticipation of litigation or arbitration and outside of that party’s document- retention policies operated in good faith. CPR arbitrators should supervise any disclosure process actively to
ensure that these goals are met (p. 7).
Fulcrum Inquiry [18], an e-discovery service provider explains that the high cost is primarily due to the low
cost and ease of storing information that encourages organizations to save far more information than is necessary to accomplish their work. When litigation occurs, even though automated searches are far less ex-
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pense than manual searches, the sheer volume of records that qualify for review by an attorney is far greater
than was traditionally the case with paper records. The Sedona Conference [27], a legal thought-leading
organization has alluded to the cost and some of the areas of discovery that escalate costs in its eighth principle which states:
The primary source of electronically stored information for production should be active data and
information. Resort to disaster recovery backup tapes and other sources of electronically stored
information that are not reasonably accessible requires the requesting party to demonstrate need
and relevance that outweigh the cost and burdens of retrieving and processing the electronically
stored information from such sources, including the disruption of business and information management activities (p. ii).
In some cases, the organization may not have done anything wrong or illegal and yet due to their mistakes
or inability to produce the requested information within the litigation timeframe, they could be sanctioned
and punished [28]. This appears to be in contrast to the presumption of innocence within the U.S. criminal
litigation procedures. Within the e-discovery civil rules of procedure, the burden to provide proof of innocence is on the defendant. In an effort to protect consumer rights, I believe we may have opened a Pandora’s Box for frivolous lawsuits and potential invasions of privacy for corporations as well as for employees.
As the cases below will show, potential abuses of the e-discovery rules are possible and could lead to significant judgments and legal sanctions.
E-DISCOVERY CASES
Kilpatrick versus Breg, Inc., 2009 WL 1764829 [21]
In the case of Kilpatrick versus Breg, Inc., Kilpatrick was able to require Breg to produce all related emails,
inter-office memos, and information from network shared drives. Upon review of the initially requested
information, the plaintiff argued that additional relevant data for the case may be stored on Breg’s back-up
tapes [9]. It was determined during the discovery phase that Breg’s back-up tapes were also used for disaster recovery (DR) purposes. Breg was ordered to produce the back-up tapes, so the plaintiff could conduct
a thorough search of all the electronically stored information. It should be noted that DR media often contain critical and proprietary company information. For many organizations DR tapes are often rotated on a
monthly basis so as to ensure proper back-up version controls and to reuse tapes after they have gone past
the retention schedule. The objective for the organization is to implement reasonable controls to ensure the
company is able to access the data on back-up tapes. However, in this instance, the company had not retained the back-up tapes indefinitely? What if Breg had written over the last month’s back-up tapes inadvertently or as a matter of everyday course of business? The judge could have imposed an adverse inference sanction. An adverse inference sanction can apply when a company cannot produce the requested
ESI. If Breg were not able to produce the tapes, the jury may have negatively inferred that Breg was purposefully or maliciously trying to hide or destroy data. Fortunately for Breg, the IT department was able to
produce the appropriate back-up tapes within a reasonable timeframe. Additionally, Breg required that the
search of the back-up tapes be subject to a confidentiality agreement.
There are several reasons for concern as the e-discovery rule stands currently. As shown in Kilpatrick versus Breg the cost for producing the requested back-up tapes could have been enormous. From a risk versus
cost perspective, an organization may decide to settle the case out of court rather than expend their internal
resources and time to answer a discovery request. Although Breg required a confidentiality agreement prior to providing the back-up tapes, what if the tapes contained proprietary intellectual property or prototype
data? The confidentiality agreement would require the plaintiff to not share the information, but how could
it prevent them from using the information for their own profit? There should be stronger controls on what
data the plaintiff can have access to. It should be limited to only what is deemed as relevant to the case and
everything else should be redacted. In addition, the plaintiff should bear the burden of the cost of producing and searching through the requested electronically stored information.
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Zubulake versus UBS Warburg [34]
In April 2005, UBS lost the discrimination and retaliation suit Zubulake versus UBS Warburg. The plaintiff
Laura Zubulake, a former saleswoman at the company's Stamford office, alleged her manager had undermined and removed her from professional responsibilities. She alleged that her manager treated her differently from the men within her department. An important event in the case was that UBS had not preserved
relevant e-mails after the litigation hold had been in place. Because of UBS’ inability to produce the relevant emails, the judge gave the jury adverse inference instructions. As Anderson and Barkley [1] explain,
the fact that some UBS employees failed to preserve their e-mails after being instructed to do so was sufficient circumstantial evidence from which to conclude that the missing evidence was unfavorable to UBS.
In October 2005, the parties agreed to settle the case privately.
It is important to note that a legal hold notice or lawsuit must always be filed with the courts and submitted
to a company at a specific point in time. This date is known as the trigger date. The potential issue here is
that while the plaintiff has formally filed a complaint, for legitimate reasons the notice of the lawsuit or
hold may not get to its intended recipient for days, weeks, or even months after it has been issued. This is
especially true in the case of larger corporations where in-house legal counsel and management are communicating across the country or even internationally. A simple office memo, or inter-office mailing could
take several days to be sent and received, the trigger date is a significant piece of the e-discovery maze.
Qualcomm Incorporated versus Broadcom Corporation [25, 26]
Several Qualcomm versus Broadcom cases gave the court the opportunity to set precedent in using its power under the FRCP and its “inherent power” [23, p. 4] to sanction Qualcomm, the plaintiff, for its failure to
properly inform a standards development body of its extant patents in the area of the standard that body
was developing; failure to properly prepare its witnesses who subsequently gave the court false testimony;
and repeatedly concealing documents during discovery that had been requested and would have prejudiced
its case. The court ordered the patents involved unenforceable, awarded defendants more than $9 million
in costs and, reported six attorneys to the state bar association for professional sanctioning. Qualcomm had
plotted to influence the Joint Video Team (JVT) committee developing the H.324 video compression
standard to do so in a way that would necessitate use of two of Qualcomm’s patents in order to comply
with the standard. Broadcom sought to show that in doing so without advising the JVT of its patents, Qualcomm had waived its rights to enforce the patents with regard to the H.324 standard. Qualcomm claimed
in its testimony before the court and in documents filed with the court that it had not participated on the
JVT until after publishing of the H.324 standard. Broadcom’s sought to discover evidence to the contrary
in its discovery. Broadcom was eventually successful in acquiring one e-mail that implied Qualcomm participation on the JVT prior to the H.324 standard. The one e-mail led to 22 others which eventually led to
approximately 46,000 pertinent documents and a Broadcom victory.
CONCLUSION
In today’s Information Age consumers are becoming increasingly savvy in their use of technology. Corporations are increasing their reliance and use of electronically stored information (ESI) to conduct their business operations. With the ubiquity of information technology and the wide use of computer systems, there
has been an exponential growth in the sheer volume of data output produced [2, 8].
Critics state that e-discovery rules have opened an avenue for frivolous lawsuits, fishing expeditions, and
invasions of privacy. Further, in an effort to provide a framework to protect consumers, corporations may
complain that e-discovery has created a new revenue stream for attorneys, vendors, and consultants. However, the authors have noted that while the potential for onerous costs of maintaining information so that it
can be expeditiously and efficiently produced for litigation exists, there is little evidence in the literature to
support such a claim. The same can be said of costs associated with frivolous legal actions. The FRCP
have been shown time and again to contain ample checkpoints where litigants have the opportunity to show
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cause as to why an opponent’s requests for information are impossible, too difficult, unreasonable, or that
they would result in costs that approach or exceed the alleged damages. A fair reading of the case law on
the topic leads one to conclude that judges have been extremely patient and flexible with regard to implementing the FRCP and they have been quite reasonable in ruling on discovery requests and have only ordered sanctions in cases where litigants have been negligent [32]. The Sedona Conference has published
guidance for jurists as well as for potential litigants [27]. That guidance teaches how to plan and avoid excessive costs with e-discovery.
Just as e-discovery protocols have been flexible and malleable to enable litigants to obtain justice while
keeping costs at a minimum they have also acknowledged legitimate privacy and confidentiality concerns.
Creative ways of protecting sensitive information such as hiring a third party to become officers of the
court for the purpose of performing e-discovery searches on electronic information and redacting portions
of sensitive information before allowing litigants and others to review it [29].
For some organizations properly producing, managing, and retaining a company’s electronically stored data
has become cost prohibitive, but for most organizations it is not nearly as expensive as failing to properly
produce, manage, or retain an organization’s electronically stored data. Yet there are still some alarming
statistics. In a 2008 study conducted by the American Bankers Association (ABA), they found that out of
100 information technology managers from medium to large corporations only 6% felt they could “immediately and confidently” respond to e-discovery requests [3, p.1]. The study also noted that less than 10%
of respondents felt they received proper legal guidance, while 40% said they received no guidance at all.
Over 50% of the respondents said they had no enterprise search tools or effective email searching capabilities. In total, more than 70% of companies are not ready to respond to litigation [3]. Blake [3] argues that
while most organizations are at least vaguely familiar with e-discovery, they do not specifically know how
and when the rules apply. While the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure as relates to e-discovery are embarking upon its five year anniversary, a majority of companies are still struggling to find the balance between
implementing appropriate and reasonable technical controls and being prepared to comply with the ediscovery rules.
Policy and Practice
Organizations could benefit by first looking within their own internal policies, practices, and culture. A
closer look at organizational practice and procedure could bear insight into how prepared a business would
be to handle an e-discovery case. At minimum organizations could start by asking these seven questions:
1.

What are the current policies on acceptable internet usage? (Do these policies clearly state responsibilities and expectations for employee behavior on social networking sites, blogs, online forums, etc., or do they paint these issues under the broad brush strokes of “all” internet activity?)

2.

What are the current policies and practices in place for monitoring these activities on corporate
devices? (Does this policy also address for the use of personal computing devices?)

3.

What are the current policies and practices with using social networking sites to connect with customers?

4.

What are the current policies and practices with using social networking sites recruit new talent?
(Do these policies also address employee turnover?)

5.

What are the policies and practices in place for data back-up, retention, and disposal?

6.

What policies and practices are in place to ensure all relevant data is retained when invoked by a
legal hold request?
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7.

What are the audit controls in place to ensure the organization has not assumed undue risk?

As employer expectations, customer demands, and employee behavior on social networking sites continues
to evolve, it is evident there is a need for further research and cooperation from both the academic and industry research community.
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